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§
A queer thought comes to rne. Whilst in this brave bus we
are jogging towards Baltimore, at Bloomington, 111., they
are holding a freezing-chamber over the heads of stalks of
corn . . . with the idea of evolving a type of maize that
will withstand frosts. Already they have evolved a type
that "can withstand a temperature nine degrees below zero
for three hours every night." With the consequent over-
production of corn products caused by corn being grown
where no corn would grow before, the unemployed of the
country will be raised from twenty-one to twenty-two and
a half millions. To be ready for that, near Sandusky—at
this minute whilst we roll through Maryland—over a
thousand police recruits from all over the country are prac-
tising their gats on ingeniously jumping dummies in a newly
erected permanent camp. There will be a thousand more
next week, and so on down the centuries.
§
We are by now well away from the Gateway to the North—
and Heaven knows what we may not find from now on.
§
And what jumps most immediately to the inward eye that
is the bliss of bus travel—for unless you sit on the front seats
where your legs and feet will be assaulted by the shoes and
bundles of entering or descending travellers every time the
bus stops, so that, though you can stretch your legs, which
is paradise enow, it is an Eden with Gehennic intervals—
unless, then, you sit on the front seats. . . . Excuse me!
I am trying, as it were, to write the thoughts of Dreiser—
because shortly I shall be on the topic of religious intoler-
ance—the thoughts of Mr. Dreiser in the polyphonic sen-
tences extending over several pages of Monsieur Proust,
who, however, is dead, so that one need not give him his
Monsieur. . . . Unless, then, you sit on the front seats of
a bus engaged on long-distance travel, the only bliss you can
have, for you see nothing but the flat emerald lushness
of long grass fields interrupted every few seconds by the

